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ABSTRACT

We show that an anisotropic nonquadratic potential, for which a path integral treatment
had been recently discussed in the literature, possesses the SO( 2,1) <gs SO( 2,1) ] A SO( 2,1) dy-
namical symmetry and construct its Green function algebraically. A particular case which generates
new eigenvalues and eigenfunctions is also discussed.
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In the last years, there has been a growing interest in

the search for exactly solvable systems in non-relativistic

quantum mechanics described by the Hamiltonian;

H = " §M ̂  + V ( r )

This may be done by dealing directly with Schrodinger's equation

or via alternative methods such as path integrals I" 11 or the

algebraic one with the use of dynamical symmetries [21.

Interesting cases are the double ring-shaped oscillator [3], the

anisotropic ring-shaped oscillator [4] and the anisotropic

nonquadratic potential:

( x + y ) y y ( x + y ) z

(2)

where «, oc', ft, ft' and y are positive constants. The last problem

was considered by Cai and Inomata [51, who also gave its path

integral solution.

In this letter we present an algebraic solution of

potential (2), using the technique of Milstein and Strakhovenko

[6] to construct the Schwinger representation f71 of the Green

function with the help of so(2,l) Lie algebra and Baker-Csmpbell-

Hausdorff formulae [6,81.

Let us start using cylindrical parabolic coordinates

(u,v,z), which are related to Cartesians by:



= u - v ; y = 2 u v ; z = z (3)

and defined in the intervals:

-00 < u < +00 0 < v ^ +OD -oo < z < +co, (3a>

so that potential (2) is:

-4, + JtL- • ̂ - ] * „ V * /»•!, (4,j [ ^
4(u + v ) L u v

and the Laplacian;

~ I + I +2

4(u
2~ I

+ v ) "-

4(uZ+ v > L ^ l ^u dv J u v

so Hamiltonian (1) may be written as:

H = H(u,v) + H(z), (6)

where:

(7,
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and

H(z)= - — -?—- + oc'z2 + fl'± (8)
2M Bz z

The Green function for the problem, for a given energy

eingenvalue E, satisfies the differential equation:

( H - E ) GE(r,r) = 6 <£ - £'), (9)

where the Dirac delta function may also be written in terms of

cylindrical parabolic coordinates as:

6 (r - r') = *<"-" >*<v-V) 6 ( a_ z^. ( 9 a )

4(u +v

The above differential equation can be expressed as a Schwinger

[7] integral representation:

X exp(-i? H(z)) S(z-z'), (£-*6) (10)

where £ is a convenient convergence factor. In order to deal with

this Green function algebraically, we now introduce the generators

C43:



- -

2M d?

which satisfy a so(2,1) Lie algebra:

First we attack the z-part of the problem identifying ? with z and

o with ft', so we may write the operator H(z)f eq. (8), as:

H(z)= T^z) + ^~- T3(z). (13)

Once H(z) can be written as a linear combination of the generators

T. , we say that H(z) has a SO(2,1) dynamical symmetry. A look at

eq. (8) also shows that H(z) resembles an oscillator plus a

centrifugal repulsion which has the same dynamical symmetry [9].

It may be shown, using Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formulae

that the exponential involving the generators T^ and T3 may be

expressed as [6,8]:

There is no loss of generality in excluding the ?2 generator,

because it is represented by a first derivative, which does not

appear in Hamilton!an H(z), eq. (8), plus a constant.
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6(z-z)

where I^(x) is the modified Bessel function, k=M2«'/M)1''2 and

) /2. Using the addition theorem for Laguerre

polynomials L ^(w)

*"*) (l-t)> n ._., ..... L (w)L (w ) t

and identifying:

(15)
1

t=exp{-2isk}, (16)

then substituting eqs. (13-16) in (10), we find:

CD

^ O " k z'> L/( "k Z'
2> GEk(u,v;u'V). (17)

m=o

Note that z and z' redefined in eg. (16) are positive variables.

This is because the presence of the "centrifugal" term ft'/z2 in

potential (2) that confines the particle up or down the plane 2=0.
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where GEk(u,v;u*v') is the remaining Green function associated

with the (u.v)part of the problem:

00

GIk(u.v;u-v-)=iJ da e x p f i S t H C u . v ^ V i , ] } * ^ ^ ^ (»•)
Jo

(18)

and K =E-k(^+l+2m). As the operator H(u,v), eq. (7), could not be

written directly as linear combinations of the so(2,l) generators

T (O» we use the operator identity:

CD QD

f ds exp{-igtH(u,v)-R -i^} \ 2 A
Jo v •> 4(u +v ) J o

(19)

when r-*0, which is equivalent to:

[H(u,v)~Ek3"
1 [4(u2+v2)]"1 = A(u.v)"1, (19a)

where:

A(u,v) = 4 (u2+v2) CH(u,v) - E^]. (20)

Now the operator A(u,v) may be written as:

A(u,v)= T4(u) - 16 -g- T3(u) + ̂ (v) - 16 -g- Tg(v) - 4a, (21)

when we identify f, with each coordinate u and v and the constant a



with the coupling constants ft-r and ft+r* respectively.

Analyzing the form of eg. (21) we can see that, in

analogy to the operator H(z), eg. (13), A(u,v) possesses two

independent S0(2,l) dynamical symmetries. Based on the commutation

of the operators T. (u) and T (v) we can say that A(u,v) has a

direct product S0(2,l) ® S0(2,l) dynamical symmetry. As the

operators "T(z) also commute with T^(u) and TV(v), but must be

firstly disentangled from the (u,v)part of the Green function, eq.

(10), we can say that potential (2) has a semi-direct product

CSO(2,1) » SO(2,1)3 A S0(2,l) dynamical symmetry.

The disentanglement of the u-part form the v-part in the

Green function G (u,v;u"v'), eq. (18), may be obtained using eqs.

(19-21):

X exp{-i* fT^u) - 16 -~ Ta(u)]> 6(u-u'

E
- 16 -g

(22)

As in the preceding case we use eqs. (14) and (15) to obtain:
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M 21m/J

£ X e 4

v f MX , ,2 2 ,2 2 . "I
X exp|- ̂  (u +u +v +v )>

1 Ti T*l T> JI 2 T*> il

' r (n i rt)—^ir^

j |
CD

ds

(23)

where M I=[1+8M(^^ )/^
2f '2/2, P2 = [1+8M{^+;O/l^]'

 2/2 and

. Substituting eq. (23) in (17) we find the Green

function for the nonquadratic anisotropic potential (2):
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u + i u + i
i 2

n , n =O
1 2

00

X r ds expl ir- [-4a •+ X<p +p +2+2n +2n ) + i-r

° (24)

The poles of the Green function, eg. (24), come from the integral

in s:

4c* — \ (/J +/J + 2 + 2n + 2n ), (25)

so that the spectrum of the potential (2) is:

1 2 *• J h ( ̂ 4+ P2+ N )
(26)

where N=2+2ni+2n2=2,4,6 and m=0,l,2 One may also find the

wave functions y (r) from the residues of eq. (24):
Ti Ti m
1 2



U + 1 U + 1
1 *2 Ufl

! m!

X
 L / W R M O L ^ C g W ) Lm"(£kz*). (27)

which is equivalent to the solution of Cai and Inomata C5] for the

nonquadratic anisotropic oscillator.

Many particular cases of potential (4) (or (2)

equivalently) arise when some of its coupling constants vanish. An
-a

interesting one occurs when we take fi*-0 and /?=r. Each separated

choice doubles the number of energy levels and lowers the ground

state. This could be seen merely by substituting u+v'=±l/2 and

fj -+LJ '=±1/2, so that the energy spectrum is:

E ; _ = M T H ( • +j- ) - . r. (28)
1 2

where N'=2^+2^+^+^= 1,2,3... and m=0,l,2... This spectrum is

equivalent to the addition of the energy levels of a linear

harmonic oscillator with frequency "/2«'/H plus the the levels of

a degenerated Hartmann potential [8,11]. The corresponding wave

functions can also be recovered by substituting v->\>' and t*^*wt~ in

11
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eq. (27). Physically this special case can be -understood ar>

removing two infinite barrierB which confine the particle up or

down the planes z=0 and n-H. Without these singular terms in the

potential (4) the particle is s t i l l bound but in a smooth way, so

that more energy levels (those associated with even

eigenfunctions) are now permitted.
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